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Simon ChADwiCk
EDITOR’S NOTE

T
his is the golden age of innovation 
in market research and consumer 
insight. as the pace of innovation 
in technology doubles and 

redoubles, so market researchers find 
themselves able not only to reinvent what 
they do, but invent from scratch entirely 
new methodologies for understanding 
and deciphering the consumer. mobile 
devices take us into the store with them; 
technology platforms enable us to  
share in their lives in real time; passive 
measurement technologies quietly 
observe them as they consume media; 
online data collection brings us result  
in hours, not days or weeks. advances  
in neuroscience, coupled with 
biometrics, facial coding and other 
human technologies help us to master 
the intricacies of emotions as drivers of 
behaviour.

It’s an exciting time to be a market 
researcher.

and yet it’s all too easy to be seduced 
by technology as a be-and-end-all for 
our profession. The chimera of the 
all-powerful modeling process or the 
management decision support system 
that integrates all known sources of 
information is an easy one to fall for; the 
concern that research as we know it will 

Where will 
technology  
take us?

be subsumed by others from outside  
our industry whose core business is the 
compilation and modeling of such data. 
I, for one, rather doubt that’s going to 
happen. The human condition (which, 
after all, is what consumes us as 
researchers) is far too complex and 
intricate to be reduced to a series of 
mathematical formulae by which to 
make marketing decisions.

No, what intrigues and concerns me 
is the direction in which technological 
innovation will take us. as usual, the 
answer will be a nuanced one and will 
depend in large part on whether our 
profession is driven in the future by the 
need to really understand the human 
decision process or by the desire to 
reduce marketing inputs to a series of 
indices that substitute for real thinking.

On the one hand, the opportunities 
offered to us by technology are legion.  
If research is truly to evolve beyond the 
interrogatory desert of the survey or the 
sterility of the focus group, then it will 
need technology and science to lead us 
there. The more we understand about 
the brain, for example, the more we can 
decipher the primal motivations that 
lead us to do what we do. The more we 
can observe, in real time, people living 

their lives, the more we can introduce 
real empathy into market research – 
empathy that leads us to insight into 
what drives our decision-making.  
There is ample evidence in much of the 
technology that we are now adopting 
that we are headed in that direction.

yet there is also evidence that, for 
some types of information (customer 
satisfaction tracking for instance),  
we are headed in the opposite direction. 
The advent and rapid adoption of 
‘do-it-yourself’ survey packages, for 
example, allows all of us – whether 
trained or not – to interrogate the 
consumer using old and not necessarily 
insightful methodologies that give us 
numbers that may or may not lead to 
greater understanding of our customers, 
target markets or people in general.

so, which of these will win out? 
Neither and both. The amazing thing 
about market research is that it can, at 
one and the same time, lead us to greater 
understanding and to false conclusions. 
how we use technological innovation to 
enable one to win over the other will be 
the test of our generation. 
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roBErt hEEg
REGIONAl PROFIlE: AuSTRAlIA AND NEW zEAlAND

I
n some respects australia and New 
Zealand form a homogenous research 
region – similar brands, a shared 
British heritage, and many clients 

operating as if they were indeed one 
country. For researchers however, the 
differences are substantial, as Debra hall, 
New Zealand EsOmar representative, 
points out; most notably, the scale of the 
country and its economy, which inevitably 
shapes the types of research clients 
need and their ability to act on research 
findings. These differences have been 
magnified by the financial crisis. australia 
(population 22.4 million) has been 
protected from going into recession by 
its mineral resources and government 
interventions whereas smaller New 
Zealand (4.2 million), has a largely 
export-led economy and suffered more 
in the crisis. hall: “While marketing and 
market research budgets on both sides 
have been cut, cuts in New Zealand have 
been more dramatic and are still going on.” 

Online and to a lesser extent mobile 
developments have impacted the 
research industry down under. australian 
EsOmar Council member John 
marinopoulos points out that 

TEchnicAl RigOuR 
And pRAgMATic 
pRAcTicAliTy

Their research industries may differ but both markets 
have embraced groundbreaking web-based research.

“broadband penetration here is very 
high and makes online research easier 
and cheaper to complete.” Online 
accounts for 32% of all australian 
research revenues and is still growing, 
reports the country’s EsOmar 
representative Brian Fine. he explains 
that the acceptance of online is 
increasing with the australian Quality 
standard for Online research QsOaP 
and the availability of IsO 26362.  
“Online has helped change the research 
landscape, with the spawning of many 
one and two person consultancies.”  
132 of these are now united in the Irg 
(Independent researchers group). 

rapid changes also in New Zealand, 
where Ian mills, chair of the association 
of market research Organisations 
(amrO), says that this year, for the first 
time, the value of quantitative work 
conducted online overtook CaTI. “When 
you take into account the fact that 
online data collection cost is typically 
half to a third the price of CaTI, I can  
say that online overtook CaTI interview 
volumes about a year ago as the 
predominant quant data collection tool.” 
This shift has brought new challenges, 

says hall. “The need to balance technical 
rigour with pragmatic practicality is  
now stronger than ever. But to do so, 
researchers need to understand the 
sampling and data collection issues in 
the online space. We still see too many 
clients unwilling to engage in a debate 
about panel quality, assuming that the 
largest panel is always best.”

price war  
The media revolution in research also 
attracts debate about its merits and 
shortfalls. The main talking point in 
australia, from a client perspective, is 
the increased speed and access to 
research, says marinopoulos, who is also 
the managing director of the strategic 
Intelligence group. “This is positive.”  
he adds that the issues are about 
representativeness of the samples.  
“a great deal of work has been done  
to match the online samples to the 
australian Bureau of statistics household 
surveys as a gold standard.”

Fine sees that increased education  
of clients is needed, given the cost of 
ensuring quality online research. he also 
fears it becoming a commodity price 
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war, “given the over 50 panels 
advertised in a country of only 22 million 
individuals.” as far as hall is concerned, 
such issues are not discussed enough. 
“The fierce level of competition between 
panel providers, and the use of the panel 
component as a price-fighting mechanism, 
means that open debate is difficult  
to achieve.”

another discussion point is the budget 
shift that results from moving to online 
and mobile methods. marinopoulos 
explains that traditional CaTI is seen as 
expensive, and clients do not see the 
value in telephone interviewing. “It is 
slow and non-interactive. many sectors 
of the government undertaking evaluation 
of policies now understand online and 
expect cost savings from online studies.” 

This move to online has already 
resulted in the closure of many in-house 
CaTI facilities, both in australia and  
New Zealand. Fine says it is imperative 
that traditional agencies recognise this 
shift and adapt their service portfolios. 
“They are having to reassess their 
overhead structures and become leaner, 
or develop premium, differentiated, 
added-value offerings.”

hall says it is debatable whether  
or not web-based methodologies are 
taking budget away from traditional 
agencies, but she does see a lot of 
in-house customer research. “and 
certainly the availability of DIy online 
survey tools has seen a drift by some  
of the smaller researcher buyers – not 
necessarily small companies – into  
doing their own customer surveying.” 

short-sighted  
With the growth of online methods, 
privacy concerns are also growing. 
australia has had National Privacy 
Principles for market research from  
the early 2000’s, placing a strong focus 
on privacy issues. marinopoulos: “most 
clients understand they cannot receive 
additional respondent information from 
online research.” If anything, jurisdiction 
is more stringent for online research, 
Fine says. “The standards specify the 
need for double opt-ins of respondents 
on panels. With CaTI this is not possible.”

mills, who is also the managing 
director of synovate New Zealand, 
reports that his country’s government  
is undertaking a wide-ranging review of 

consumer and privacy laws. “They are 
looking with interest at mixed use – 
direct marketing and research - versus 
research-only panels. agencies are also 
starting to show concerns around 
mixed-use panels, as more clients 
become active on them and potentially 
reduce the pool of ‘clean’ respondents.” 

hall adds that a number of industry 
associations are participating in the 
reviews, working hard to protect the 
ability of marketers and market 
researchers to continue to operate in 
self-regulated and responsible ways.  
But she warns: “It is short-sighted for 
the research industry to believe that the 
consumer differentiates between, or 
indeed prefers, market research to sales 
calls. and this, in the end, will be where 
our industry comes unstuck.”

Fine, who heads australia Online 
research (aOr), has long been a  
vocal supporter of web-based research. 
Unsurprisingly, he predicts further growth 
in the segment. “The smarter approaches 
to stratification, weighting and calibration 
are making online more attractive and 
even enticing government agencies to 
start experimenting.” But he also adds: 
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sms polling
As an example of mobile research and its impact in Australia, ESOMAR council 
member John Marinopoulos talks about how Roy Morgan Research ran SMS exit 
polls during the Australian elections, last August. 

“They were accurate and provided some excellent guidance”, says Marinopoulos. 
Throughout the day, each update was based on electors from a panel who texted 
their vote to the Morgan poll once they had voted. This was the first time that  
an SMS vote on a controlled panel has been recorded through an election. gary 
Morgan said: “Although this poll uses SMS technology, it is unlike typical SMS 
voting systems that are open to all, and therefore potentially open to interest 
groups ‘stacking’ the numbers. The SMS Morgan Exit poll uses a controlled panel.”

online ReseaRch in couRt
ESOMAR’s Australian representative Brian Fine was one of the expert data 
collection witnesses called to a hearing of the copyright Tribunal of Australia.  
The case centred around the royalties fitness centres should pay the music industry 
with consumer research used as evidence, leading to a detailed discussion of the 
strengths and weaknesses of the online methodology. 

Fine defended the reliability of online research, whilst professor Jon Krosnick 
condemned it as “not reliable, as it was not based on random probability sampling”. 
A key finding was: “The tribunal accepts that the survey methodology resulted in  
a reasonably representative sample in the circumstances.” Fine is writing a paper  
on what he describes as “one of the first cases to test online research credibility in 
the courts”.
Kerry Sunderland, managing editor of Research News, published an article on the case on the Australian 
Market & Social Research Society limited website www.amsrs.com.au.

“There is still a long way to go before 
they are convinced it is a replacement 
methodology to random samples.”

and if things look a little gloomier  
in New Zealand recession-wise, new 
tools may come to the rescue, says hall. 
“The overall quality of market research 
remains outstanding in New Zealand, 
where market research techniques and 
technologies are part of our export 
success story”. 



Dr. Alex gofman
Is vice president of Moskowitz Jacobs Inc. His 
upcoming book Premium by Design: How to 
Design and Market High End Products co-authored 
with M. Bevolo and Dr. Moskwitz will be published 
in 2011. (articles@alexgofman.com)

my love-hate  
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Why I admire Apple as a company and dislike their products
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AlEx gofmAn
FAST FORWARD

A
s I teach various graduate 
courses in marketing, the 
question “how does apple  
do it?” pops up every semester. 

Obviously, apple knows what their 
customers want. Otherwise, how do they 
make crowds wait in lines overnight to 
buy a new apple gadget which is usually 
technically inferior to competing products? 
If you think that an exemplary market 
research strategy plays a role, read steve 
Jobs’ explanation, “We do no market 
research”. apple does not explore target 
markets and flatly dismisses focus groups. 

steve Jobs claims that apple’s 
approach “...is not about convincing 
people that they want something they 
don’t.” Instead, a key point in the apple 
approach is to start from people’s 
discontent with something. Top design 
oriented companies ‘just know’ what 
people detest and how to fix that. The 
highly paid designers usually work alone, 
relying on their genius and immersing 
themselves in the virtual ‘shoes’ of 
consumers rather than talking to them. 

Burlesquing the idea, one of my 
students suggested a formula: 

(great Product) = (Top Designer) + 
(Visionary management) – (market 
research)

On the surface, this is what apple 
claims to do. Does this actually work? If 
you ask kids – everything apple does is 
beyond phenomenal (‘cool’ in their 
tongue). my experience is somewhat 
different. after my old and trusted 
BlackBerry died, I reluctantly allowed an 

aT&T/apple sales clerk to talk me into 
switching to iPhone (peer pressure and 
ingenious marketing played a role). I still 
regret that decision. The list of ‘why’s’ is 
quite long, mostly missing or unintuitive 
functionality, a dismal battery life, etc., 
although my 11-year-old son believes 
that I am just “too old to get it”. 
‘surprise and delight’ are well-known 
components of apple’s marketing 
trumpeted by steve Jobs. Was I 
surprised? you bet – I expected much 
more. Was I delighted? let me just say 
that iPhone is simply not designed for  
a business user.

yet, I give the company the highest 
marks for their clean and highly refined 
overall design which in part is a result  
of lengthy usability lab tests, multiple 
prototypes, selection and iterations.  
This critical for success market research 
branch was not mentioned by steve Jobs. 

emotional connections 
although I reverently take my hat off to 
apple’s brilliant marketing and analyse  
it in detail with my students, attempts to 
copy or reverse engineer it might be as 
prolific as imitating malevich’s squares  
to awe the art world. rather than selling 
functional products (a fallacy of many 
asian players), apple makes chic devices 
of practical art. They play on emotional 
connection with the users spear-headed 
by an army of apple-worshiping early 
adopters – something most other 
companies can’t enjoy. 

recently, russia set itself a seemingly 
hopeless goal – to improve the quality of 
their roads to the level of Western 

countries. a ludicrously unpretentious 
“solution” came from their social 
networks - the only conceivable way to 
achieve parity is to totally bomb the 
Western highway system. Following this 
allegory and the formula above, a way  
to sneak into the apple Club of runaway 
successful products seems to be quite 
easy – ‘bomb’ market research, hire the 
best designers money can buy, follow 
your (and their) instincts, and voila. 

many have tried, only a few 
succeeded, such as IDEO with high end 
products and not necessarily following 
apple’s steps. These widely talked-
about high-design products, a field with 
peculiar dynamics, are very profitable 
and lucrative to businesses. yet, they  
are just a fraction of everyday purchases. 
applications of the apple paradigm, 
right or wrong, reproducible or not, to 
chicken legs packages, spaghetti sauce 
and most commodities might not really 
pay off. 
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how can innovators and business work together? 
Fringe people will say, “I just put this together, and set it on 
the internet”. But if you get thousands of users, it breaks if you 
don’t have any legal compliance or business acumen. If we 
bring in the business people they can say which idea works in 
turning it into a truly viable, legalised and scalable business. 
and so by adding the innovation of traditional corporations to 
the fringe, we get to best practices. and that is what innovation 
is about in this environment and how we can watch innovation 
go more quickly. 

We have three or four protocols and there’s even a 
published model for innovation. For instance, working with 
martin Curley, the head of Intel labs Ireland which includes  
IVI, the Innovation Value Institute, a process by which we take 
large enterprises, like the Fortune 500 type companies, 
through a maturity model and how to innovate using IT. It’s 
the type of innovation that’s crucial to making the back end of 
the cloud work, and helping organisations use their technology.  

We then have a layer of innovation inside of our product 
development where we give people some leeway. When you 
add a hundred million processors, you don’t want any mistakes 
as it’s too expensive. so we do our innovation around the edge 
of the core process, and gradually move the ones that work to 
our environment, and then refine them.  

In the mobile environment, we’ve introduced a technology 
called meego which is an open-source platform for putting  
an operating system and development environment on top  
of a mobile phone, PDa or a netbook. This way we can help 
innovators, as we don’t have a vendor organisation between  
us and the innovators. Our core business is the hardware and 
we’ve invented a platform for others to innovate on top of our 
hardware. as we start to see new intelligent devices of every 
size and shape, we‘re creating a new methodology for 
innovation in that model.

Do you seek out the people to help you innovate at the 
fringes or do they come to you? 
The majority of them come to us but I’ve had programmes 

We talk to Chris Thomas, chief strategist and director of architecture  
at Intel, about how a technology company uses research to innovate.

that look at how the world is going to look like five years from 
now. We create a map, ask what we have to do and who do 
we need to get there, and then we seek those people out. For 
instance, looking at mobilised software when we introduced 
our Centrino mobile technology platform, we introduced a 
concept called wireless computing. Technology up until the 
early 2000s was designed with the assumption that the cable 
was plugged in but all of a sudden laptops, which became 
half of the market, unplugged the cable.  

We had predicted this trend early on, so we started 
working with the industry to define the task of what to do if 
the wire gets clipped. We helped products have an on- and  
an off-line mode, functioning with the understanding that  
they wouldn’t always be at the hot spot. so now there is the 
terminology of ‘occasionally connected’, and sets of products 
have started coming out. By planning ahead we’re able to  
help the software industry understand the resilience that they 
had to design in.

I work in countries like Nigeria or rwanda where 
connections are often not there. The vendors that we worked 
with on mobilised software are the ones coming back into the 
portfolio solutions we bring to the emerging market, because 
they’re designed for resilience. so a ten-year effort we worked 
on in the early 2000s comes back to help us.  
We did it then because of hot spots, and it’s now helping us 
because of poor infrastructure.

what kind of market research do you do in trying to 
understand your consumers? 
15% of all e-government projects succeed – meaning that 85% 
don’t – and the reason they don’t is not necessarily the intent, 
it’s the expectation that everybody’s going to accept how it’s 
done, whilst social factors are what make things acceptable.  

as technologists we just think the technology works, but 
people react by saying ‘I don’t like it, I don’t want to use it’,  
so we’ve done a study on social viability and to help us put  
this into broader practice we labelled the study sVm, social 
Viability metric.  This allows us to market the need to go 
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through the research process. We did true control-group type 
research, and then added that flavour of marketing and of 
scaling, that will allow people to benefit from the research.  
It’s not good enough to have a great knowledge of what 
needs to be. We need to start building it into the processes  
to help people take advantage of it.

This specific study went qualitative. We’re often 
quantitative as we are a volume-type company but our 
research goes all the way into nanotechnology and 
ethnography, people and practices and the whole 
anthropologist-type view of the world and how things  
are going to be adapted.  

how do you ensure the research gets implemented? 
We have Intel research Days, bringing a trade show to Intel 
and packaging up the research into consumable bites for the 
organisation to see if they can take advantage of it. Then it’s 
people like myself who try to marry them into the business 
and programme opportunities. This is a new focus and it’s  
fun to see how excited the researchers get when people are 
interested in the potential of their work. 

Communication is an individual challenge, and certain 
people are very good at getting their message through and 
many people are not. and so as a researcher, if you haven’t 
created – whether in yourself or in the team – someone who  
is good at packaging up the results for consumption, it’s not 
going to work.  

We are building models to allow that to evolve. I’ve seen 
projects that are brilliant, but they’re expecting other people 
to understand it, and while it may be valuable, you have to 
bring research into reality, to figure out the business value  
and the timing to bring it forward and that’s an art. In the  
’90s we called it diffusing our technology and it was all about 
‘when we’re done we’ll come up with a strategy’. Now we’re 
trying to reduce that gap because we should be doing 
research on things that are going to be real and move them 
much more quickly. 

intel is trying to accelerate the adoption of technology in 
emerging markets. why? 
The simple answer is economics. If you look at the world 
market, we’ve probably sold a computer to everyone that can 
afford one and now we’re returning to sell the second one.

But if we can grow our customer base, we can go from a 
billion target audience to two or three billion. The challenge is 
in selling to people who don’t have a credit card or access to  
a corporate purchase system. We work with governments to 
reduce taxes and VaT. We have to get broadband technology 
in so they can connect, and we need to come up with 
methodologies for funding and access. The simplest model  
we do is a telco bundle in selling a PC with a communications 
service. When you buy your phone service, you’re paying by 
the month but when you buy a PC you’re paying in bulk and if 
I can buy my PC or internet device by the month from a telco, 
I can afford it.   

These programmes are flourishing because we haven’t 
changed the price, we’ve changed the method of purchase  
to give those people who are struggling financially, but are 
capable of functioning in the global economy, the ability to 
access technology. We’ve brought the telco bundle out in  
60 to 70 countries around the world. We worked with Dell 
Computers and Telmex in one of our trial runs in mexico, and 
in the first year of the programme almost half of the market 
went from buying PCs through the store to buying through 
the telco. 

what kind of future planning do you do in developing new 
products? 
I try to always have three plans. Now, the next one, and the 
one after that. It’s getting harder as the cycles are shrinking, 
and so what I thought would take five years is taking one to 
two years. Internally with the core processor planning teams 
we develop a five-to-six-year rolling plan every few years to 
talk about the technology and the processors we’re going to 
design. We look at the trends, and then try to show the trends 
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in products, technologies or activities that are already arriving 
and moving towards that destination. That helps us talk to 
design engineers about what people will be doing with 
computers tomorrow. 

The growing importance of cloud computing means a lot 
more scenarios. as we move into the multi-platform mobile 
environment, it’s very important that we evolve and so we’re 
working through that evolution and understanding what our 
role is going to be.  

my very first cloud demo was in 1994 and cloud has been 
an evolution of how do we get people to overcome their fears. 
Whether it is taking away business, growing business or how 
to move. What’s wonderful about cloud is that by pushing 
forward, the market moves and it’s opening up a whole bunch 
of vectors quickly. If you sat in our processor teams, and then  
our platform teams, it doesn’t change their world very much, 
because most of what we design is already ‘good enough’, so 
it’s only that last 10% that we have to work on to evolve with 
that innovation in those cases.  

We’re lucky, because we get to work on our core value and 
then we have an edge that we spend a little more time 
designing into the value proposition. But everything lines up  
in layers, and in that top layer, the thing we have to be careful 
about is having too many opinions. Because it’s actually better 
to have more choices, and not lining it up to ‘we know the 
answer’. That could be our achilles heel; having too many 
smart people knowing that they know the answer, as opposed 
to letting our customers make new ones. 

Key tRends Within the it business

 
cloud computing or distributed computing is not new, but 
we are seeing adoption and applications going to a new level 
which will have a huge impact on collaboration and sharing 
information, problems and solutions. 

Mobile convergence and the melding of information and 
communication technologies, notably pcs and mobile 
phones, is another huge force. The array of mobile devices 
and their capabilities are growing, and we are just at the 
beginning of this new phase. 

We are seeing the start of how these two trends can develop, 
and they promise to have a very significant impact on the way 
that we work together.

Chris S. thomas 
Is considered one of Intel’s visionaries charting future directions for industry 
and computing. He directs a worldwide team of solutions architects 
developing starter kits, workshops and architectures for education, health 
care, small business and other solutions. Thomas also co-authored the book 
Mashup Corporations, providing a perspective of the implications of Web 2.0 
and Services Oriented Solutions.
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RESEARCH CHAllENGE

DAviD murPhy

the marketing and communications 
industries are undergoing rapid change 
with the rise of online and social media. 
is the market research industry doing 
enough to move with the times?  
I’m not sure that we are doing enough, 
but I believe the industry is interested  
in and committed to using these new 
information sources to gain a better view 
of consumers’ behaviour and mindset. 

We as an industry have moved a lot 
of data collection activity to online 
panels. In North america, Ipsos is making 
three-quarters of its revenue from online 
data collection systems. But when you 
switch surveys from CaTI to online, 
you’re still asking questions in order  
to get answers. 

Thanks to social media platforms,  
we are living in a different world now. 
you are not just interviewing people,  
but also you have people interacting 
with each other. This means you get a 
new set of qualitative and quantitative 
information that tends to be very 
insightful regarding how people think 
about a specific subject and how they 
react to any kind of marketing initiative. 
It’s an interesting way to produce new 
insight and information, and you can 
then connect this with sets of information 
you have gained through other 

Moving 
research 
forward
David murphy talks to Didier Truchot, chairman and CEO of Ipsos

methodologies and create something 
very useful and effective for clients.

Do you think the insights you get  
when you monitor real people talking 
to each other are more honest because 
they are not consciously in a market 
research situation? 
That assumes that people are always 
honest when they talk to each other! 
What I would say is that for each new 
source of information, you need to 
connect the dots and be sure that what 
you are getting makes sense. 

When we are working with a specific 
client on a specific project we have a lot 
of existing information about the brand 
that has been gathered over the last  
few years, so our researchers know a lot 
about brands and products; they have 
the ability to understand in a deep way 
what is going on and to report on that, 
and to work with clients who have their 
own sources of information. 

what about the future of online 
research?  
We are trying to use the most relevant 
and efficient way to collect information, 
so now most of what we do in North 
america is online, and in Europe it’s 
close to 25-30%. We are also starting  

to use mobile devices to connect with 
people and to do that in a way which 
can get better and faster information. 

There are some privacy issues 
involved in getting information from 
mobile, so it’s not as easy as it seems, 
but if you assume that we do have 
permission, then one of the main areas 
of interest is to know where people  
are and what they are doing, and to 
interview them accordingly. But it also 
gives you a way to access people  
who are probably more comfortable 
answering questions using a mobile 
device than via any other tool. This  
is great for market research, because  
it gives us another option to access 
people, to understand their behaviour, 
and to connect this to what we already 
know about them. 

We use mobile in two ways. One  
is totally passive, where we just collect 
information about what people are 
doing or saying without any moderation 
or relationship with them. and then,  
the more active way of asking questions, 
or moderating a group of people, just  
as we have been doing for the last 30 
years. It’s the same with social media. 
you can just listen and watch what people 
are saying and doing or you can create  
a platform where people will interact 
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with each other and with you about 
certain subjects. 

As all these new media emerge,  
is the traditional market research 
interview dead? 
The traditional interview at home is 
decreasing, even if there are still some 
cases where you need to use this 
method, such as for some government 
research. But even with all this new 
media, newspapers are still there; TV 
channels are still there. There is a lot of 
new media, so you have fragmentation. 
But fragmentation is useful, because  
it means we have more channels to 
communicate with people, and more 
ways to interact with them and this 
gives us a better understanding of what 
they are doing and why. 

what skill sets are needed in order  
to offer clients a 21st century, holistic 
market research service?  
We need people who have a better 
knowledge of how to manage 
technology than before, and we also 
need more market researchers who 
understand how they can use these 
technologies. But more importantly, 
because now we have more sources  
of information and clients willing to  
use them in their business processes,  
we need not just good statisticians and 
researchers, but also people who can 
communicate and talk to clients in their 
language about what we have learned 
about consumers, and how this can be 
used for their benefit. 

the market has been very volatile  
over the past year. how do you see  
the outlook?  
We faced an interesting recession last 
year, where many clients cut their 
marketing and market research budgets 
drastically, but if you look at the real 
numbers, you see the industry declined 
by no more than five to six percent. so 
the decline was significant, but not the 
end of the world. This year is much more 
positive than this time last year, and the 
need for information about consumers 
and citizens is still extremely important 

and it’s up to us to find ways to deliver 
good value for our services. I am 
optimistic because there is a huge 
demand for our services in developing 
and in developed markets, where  
clients need to do more with less  
with better control of their spending  
and optimisation of their marketing 
dollars, and we can help them with that. 

how important is privacy to the 
market research sector?  
It’s a challenge when the rules differ 
from one country to another. I would 
love to have the same rules on a 
worldwide basis and the fact that they 
are not exactly the same from one 
country to another creates complexity. 
But there have always been rules about 
how we can access people and ask them 
questions – in France for example, you 
cannot ask a question about ethnicity, 
unlike in the Uk, so you just have to be 
knowledgeable about these things and 
adjust accordingly.

if you could change three things within 
the consumer insights and market 
research sector, what would they be?  
The first is that we need to have a  
better understanding of how we can 
communicate better what we have 
learned to our clients, in terms of the 
language we use and how we interact 
with our clients in a way that gets the 
best out of what we do. 

We need to reduce the time delay 
between what we do and how our clients 
can use that information, because there 
is still lot of methodology where we need 
three to six weeks to produce a relevant 
report. This is not always appreciated by 
clients, who want to get everything very 
quickly, which I fully understand.

The third is that we need to increase 
our ability to act consistently on a 
worldwide basis, because more and 
more large international institutions and 
private companies need to act on a 
multi-country basis, and it’s not always 
easy in a people business to act in a very 
consistent way. We are doing our best to 
fulfil all of these criteria, and I’m hopeful 
that we will succeed. 

latest ipsos 
Results
 
ipsos achieved growth of 14.3% in the 
first quarter of 2010, and 21.4% in  
the second, making 18.1% for the first 
half as a whole with revenue at €528.8 
million. Organic growth was 6% in the 
first quarter accelerating to 9.1% in the 
second, an average of 7.7% for the first 
half. companies acquired since July 
2009, including OTX, which became 
part of ipsos’ scope of consolidation  
on 1 January 2010 contributed, 5.7%  
to ipsos’ first-half revenues.

Didier truchot 
Is chairman and CEO of Ipsos.
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gEorgE PAPPAChEn AnD riChArD CoomBE
HOT TOPIC

licence 
to peek
Passive observation research methods are gaining traction but how do we 
obtain respondents’ permission for digital mining?

T
here’s a definite shift underway in consumer media 
behaviour and its effect on the marketplace is 
undeniable. In October 2009, IaB Uk reported that 
online advertising expenditure exceeded television 

spending for the first time ever. Far from being a single market 
issue, this is a matter of global implication. 

The effects of the digital transformation are pervasive and 
researchers, whose measurement models rely on a very 
precise understanding of consumers, are compelled to adjust. 
Concurrently, data management and consumer privacy – 
especially in relation to online practices – have become hugely 
strategic issues for industries that are reliant on consumer 
data for insight, analytics, and predictive references.

a recent advertising industry headline read, “Consumers 
say they want healthy food but aren’t buying it.” The obvious 
takeaway being that contrary to their stated preference (for 
healthy foods), consumers were influenced more by taste, cost 
and menu choices - an argument for not always accepting 
‘claimed’ preferences at face value. For this and other reasons, 
systems that leverage data on actual or observed behaviour 
are gaining a higher profile with marketers. however, 
consumers may yet have to be convinced of the merits of 
applications that deliver the goods.  

a recent TrUsTe study reported that 51% of respondents 
were uncomfortable with online businesses using their browsing 
history to provide better services. however, the exact same 
percentage reportedly wanted more relevant information for 
decision-making versus mass marketing. It will probably take 
some time for this picture to come into full focus.

In the interim, regulators across the globe are asking 

businesses intent on interacting with consumers to not only 
disavow certain data practices but to show leadership, to the 
point of introducing privacy enhancing technologies (PETs).

last year, a top advertiser entered into settlement with the 
Federal Trade Commission (Us regulatory body) after the 
advertiser and its research partner were examined for possible 
privacy infractions. The issue under review was whether there 
was appropriate disclosure of the nature and full extent of 
web activities captured from a ‘community’ or panel of users.

Whilst various industries may desire themselves to be seen 
by the public as distinct business segments, market research 
in particular needs this recognition. moreover, research must 
ensure that it is not subsumed by a broad brush approach to 
regulation of online businesses. as different from strategy of 
earlier periods, it is likely insufficient to seek exemption from 
compliance, as the sole or even leading thrust of our approach 
with policy makers. however, the argument for exemption 
could have considerable traction if it is joined with affirmative 
steps to collectively position industry practices as distinct and 
visibly distinguishable from other sectors, even in the context 
of interactive platforms.  

a plan for interactive 
Establishing a privacy platform that reflects the capabilities 
(for passive measurement, for example) of the times and 
accurately informs of business tactics is more than just 
managing risk – it is a sign of respect for consumers and the 
continued relevance and importance of our offer to the 
marketplace. after all, our objectives are fully served by not 
only guiding and advising clients and stakeholders about 
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george Pappachen is chief privacy officer at Kantar/WPP and richard 
Coombe is director of knowledge management at Kantar Operations.

market trends, but by engaging consumers using novel 
platforms and tools to capture the most reliable 
representation or data.

If we choose to be relevant in this way and progress our 
capabilities, consumers have a right to harbour certain 
expectations and we are obligated to inform and help 
establish the rules of engagement. at the recent EsOmar 
Congress Odyssey 2010, we advanced the proposition that  
the industry should, at once, deploy guiding principles or a 
digital charter, among other things, to frame our particular 
intentions and conduct in this area. EsOmar’s latest Guideline 
on Online Research update can be uniquely effective towards 
achieving this goal. 

as mentioned in our Congress Odyssey 2010 paper, a 
responsible approach would be anchored on certain long-
standing and fundamental consumer-centric concepts. These 
are the threads that connect market research from its roots 
through to the present database age and help maintain its 
distinctive character.

Our proposal is really to do no more than to implement 
digital contextualisation of relationship-based tenets that have 
traditionally marked best practices. as part of platform, we 
raise three guiding principles which can then lead to concrete 
tactical steps: 

Provide fair notice to consumers of any data collection 1. 
activity.
Ensure that collection and transfer platforms are as secure 2. 
as possible with special consideration for the sensitive 
nature of the collected information.
Provide feasible controls that are presented in transparent 3. 
ways so that consumers can develop faith in our currency 
and manage their interactions. 

In our paper, we provided illustrations of tactical points 
that flow from these principles.

gateway to information 
Whilst these measures and others are important, there is a 
gateway element which enables the opportunity to present 
consumers with messages that distinguish our purposes. 
Developing and promoting the use of a universal icon (a 
touch-point) is key for this model. Over time, consumers  
must recognise this touch-point as being a gateway to 
transparency – to more information about specific activities 
that occur in the marketplace. 

The recycle logo is an example of an icon which has 
successfully connected with the intended message in 
consumer minds. Whether we carve out a segmented 
existence for research within a broader ‘data collection 
transparency’ framework or we do heavy lifting and develop 
visual aids of our own, this territory has to be traversed given 
the design of digital platforms. Of course, for the icon to have 
meaning, there must be certain agreed-to practices which  
all icon-users must pledge to. If we were the first or only 
industry to seek to introduce this kind of consumer signage 
into interactive space, there would be significant hurdles to 

practical implementation. Fortunately, other industries are also 
developing plans – and some are farther along than that – to 
roll out consumer visual aids around digital data collection. 
This may allow us to leverage existing patterns in some areas 
and carve our own path in others.  

This call for transparency about digital data collection is 
nowhere near a finished product but we propose that the raw 
materials are available in order for work to proceed.  

since giving insight and consultancy to clients during  
the creative or product development process is our expertise, 
here is an opportunity to test on ourselves – drink our own 
potion if you will. how do we enter consumers’ mental space 
in the way we want to? What are key messages that should 
stand out above others in the various phases of consumer 
interaction? What would be clear detractors from our 
messaging? Is it possible to present different business models 
in an easily consumable way? since we are both service 
provider and client in this effort, shall we give permission to 
ask ourselves, what would success look like?

The stage is set and the time to act is now. The sidelines  
is no place for the industry in the face of this challenge, or 
opportunity, and especially when we are this heavily invested 
in the outcome. 

guidelines
ESOMAR is updating its guideline on Online Research 
which explains how some of the fundamental principles of 
the icc/ESOMAR code apply to online research in the 
context of rapidly changing legal and regulatory environments 
around the world. This has a new section on identification 
and tracking technologies for research with practices that 
research companies should adopt on disclosure and consent 
for specific technologies such as cookies, machine or device 
id, active agent technologies including behavioural tracking, 
and direct to desk software.
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rEx BriggS
NEW BOuNDARIES

competing  
with software 
powerhouses

‘The collective’ and how it will transform market research

I
n the lobby of Discovery Network’s headquarters is a stuffed 
dodo bird. On the island of mauritius, the dodo learned  
how to survive and even thrive in its competitive niche. But 
then came new competitors, with vastly different tactics for 

attack and encroachment. The rest is history. 
I reflect on that fact as I walk past the jumbo screen 

displaying the range of upcoming Discovery TV programmes. 
In a conference room Chris schembri, the sVP of media, has 
gathered his entire senior team from each network. They have 
a problem to solve. 

Discovery Communications achieved proof of success  
with online advertising and had been increasing their spending 
rather dramatically. as part of this move, they conducted a 
best practice presentation and summarised the insights in  
a short white paper for all to download from their intranet  
as needed. 

however, within six months, the organisation changed 
creative agencies and had turnover among their in-house 
team – and things began to fall apart in terms of online 
effectiveness. The rOI evaporated. In-depth analysis found 
that the problem was almost entirely due to not following  
the best practices in terms of creative execution. 

how many other market researchers and consultants can 
tell the same story of insights not applied to the detriment  
of profits? 

One of the primary destroyers of marketing research value 
is the lack of systems to ensure implementation of insights. 
But a new class of technologies are emerging that deliver  
‘the collective’ that may change this. ‘The collective’ is the 
combination of data models, human intelligence and software 

linked to decision flow with the goal to generate insight, aid in 
decision-making and ensure its implementation at scale. This 
is a game-changer for marketing research. 

an example 
schembri implemented matterhorn, a prototypical example  
of the collective. It combines data models, software, human 
judgment and learning to align with decision flow. 

To illustrate, Brad Feinberg, director media Planning & 
Partnerships at Discovery Networks, had a major campaign  
to implement. he entered in the details through web-based 
software, and an optimisation module pored through billions 
of dollars’ worth of carefully measured marketing campaigns 
and recommended a marketing mix including television,  
online and other media. Within the system, Brad and his 
advertising agency partners tweaked and finalised the plan.

To make the campaign a success, Brad had to work with 
several stakeholders. his team didn’t control the creative –  
but they had accumulated deep insights on how creative 
impacts the effectiveness of media. he needed ways to share 
this insight in a way that others would embrace.  

Brad’s work included connecting the planning tool with  
a best practice engine. matterhorn automatically kept track  
of when the campaign was to run, the objectives, and which 
marketing channels were included in the campaign – therefore, 
using this information, it delivered targeted insights to the 
right people as the campaign planning calendar progressed. 
matterhorn delivered a checklist of best practices to inform 
the agency brief, and other targeted tips. 

Equally important as getting best practices to the right 
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people when they are most relevant is making room for new 
insights. When the CmO had a new idea for marketing involving 
social networks, matterhorn gave the team flexibility to estimate 
impact, try it, measure it, and build their evolving social network 
best practices into the system to inform future campaigns. 

matterhorn is a specific example, but many other flavours 
of ‘the collective’ are at work in the broader technology 
sphere – and these technologies are poised to change the face 
of marketing and marketing research. 

beware of ‘bimrmemm’ 
BImrmEmm comprises three acronyms: BI, mrm, and Emm. 
These technologies are evolving to include the characteristics 
of the collective. 

BI, Business Intelligence, is a multi-billion-dollar market  —
category comprising systems that grew out of financial 
analysis. BI provides data warehouses and graphical user 
interfaces to access complex corporate data and garner 
insights from that data. 
mrm stands for marketing resource management. mrm   —
is the software that handles marketing budgeting, planning, 
billing and the like. 
Emm, Enterprise marketing management, defines a  —
category of software used by marketing organisations  
to manage their end-to-end process, including gathering  
and analysing customer data, planning, budgeting and 
managing the creative production process, executing 
targeted customer communications, and measuring 
effectiveness. 

keep an eye on BImrmEmm companies. In the BI space, 
examine Oracle/hyperion, sas, saP/Business Objects, IBm/
Cognos, hP/knightsbridge. In mrm/Emm, investigate aprimo, 
assetlink, marketing Central, alterian, Unica, Orbis global,  
and many more.

In addition, there are literally hundreds of ‘point solutions’ 
which deliver a narrow aspect of BI, mrm or Emm. For example, 
the following companies deliver an aspect of mrm: 

Email marketers (e.g. ExactTarget, etc.) —
search optimisers (Tarada, etc.) —
Demand side platforms and ad servers (Turn, etc.).  —

These companies started with message delivery and 
evolved to address workflow and analytics, but they have some 
of the ingredients of the collective. Through development, 
partnering or acquisition, they could become a powerful force 
if they can deliver the triangle of insights based on analytics, 
decision flow software, and human intelligence to provide  
the collective. 

blurring 
Is this something to worry about in ten years from now? 
Competition may be closer than you think. Forrester issued  
a report creating a new acronym, CCCm (Cross-Channel 
Campaign management) which merges workflow with channel 

planning and bleeds mrm workflow into the optimiser territory. 
Consider one of the company’s product descriptions and 

see if it doesn’t sound like a competitor to marketing research 
firms: “COmPaNy X combines the world’s most advanced 
customer analytics with a multi-channel customer 
communications platform that orchestrates all inbound and 
outbound customer communications. This customer-centric 
approach can empower your organisation to gather customer 
data from any location, build customer understanding, 
anticipate and predict customer needs, identify relevant offers 
and then to engage each customer, wherever and whenever 
they decide to interact.”

Expect blurring of the lines between marketing research 
and technology-based firms as companies merge and 
otherwise expand to deliver more end-to-end solutions  
for marketers. 

marketing research executives should also keep an eye  
on the ‘wild cards’ which include the likes of google, yahoo, 
microsoft, Exact Target, mTV Networks, meredith, TiVo, and 
other advertising supported players. Even a company like 
Wal-mart, which is increasingly selling advertising in-store, 
belongs to this category. The common denominator is that in 
the process of selling marketing/advertising programmes to 
marketers, these companies have generated data, insight and 
sometimes analytic models on how to improve the marketer’s 
success. Wild card players offer for free what was once sold 
by research firms. 

Why bother paying for marketing research on copy 
effectiveness when yahoo and microsoft build that into their 
search engine optimisation application? Or consider google’s 
foray into TV advertising. They claimed to be able to access 
creative quality based on the propensity for people to switch 
the channel compared to the norm, established with a 
sophisticated Bayesian model. They suggest that creative 
testing may be replaced with in-market, real-time data. Or 
consider what social network players such as Facebook and 
myspace claim in terms of their data. some suggest that they 
can do away with qualitative focus groups and ethnographic 
research. They suggest that one can cull what people post 
online and help marketers develop the right products, 
messages, and targeting strategies. 

Firms that implement a BI, mrm or Emm system will have a 
degree of lock-in, and therefore research firms should consider 
how to either deliver these systems themselves, or plug into 
them. The potent combo to watch for is when one of these 
firms delivers the collective – that is the combination of data 
models, intelligent workflow that automatically delivers 
insights, and the integration of human learning. If we wish to 
avoid the fate of the dodo, we are well served to adapt to the 
emergence of ‘the collective’. 

rex Briggs 
Is the founder and CEO of Marketing Evolution.
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SurinDEr SiAmA
RESEARCH ISSuE

1. what do you think the market research space and 
methodologies will look like in five years time?

Linda Neville, Coca-Cola: realism, co-creation. 
I anticipate a big step up in ‘realism’, so the availability and 
normal use of technologies to enable people to experience 
and respond closer to real life eg., virtual stores/shopping,  
3D, and devices that record what is actually experienced. I  
also see a growth in ‘equal relationships’ – both the continued 
growth in co-creation and also through the way survey 
research is done. I am hopeful the industry will finally wake up 
to the need for a step-change in the quality of experience for 
respondents, to ensure quality of respondents and findings. 

Jeff Hunter, General Mills: Effective research, effective decisions. 
The market research environment has historically placed too 
much reliance on a few research approaches. Basically, if  
you have one hammer it magically seems to fit all nails. This  
is especially true of survey research which will continue to 
decline, but which will not disappear, despite histrionic claims. 
The truly dominant theme will be a focus on research that  
is effective – generates meaningful insight, provides sound 
judgements – and that can be delivered cost-effectively.

Reg Baker, Market Strategies International: Better 
behavioural data. 
I expect we will see a significantly greater reliance on behavioural 
data as it becomes more prevalent and accessible. 15 years 
ago in his book Being Digital, Nicholas Negroponte described 
the transformation of society that would result as more of  
our daily activities are captured in digital form and used to 
create more personalised experiences. This data will be an 
incredibly rich source of insight into patterns of societal 
behaviour, including consumption.

In search  
of the future

We are in the midst of a golden age of innovation but where  
will it lead? We ask some client-side and agency folk to speculate.

Kees de Jong, SSI: always on, more predictive. 
One of the key themes will be the transformation of market 
research from ad hoc to periodic to continuous tracking and 
measurement, as a part of companies’ enterprise planning 
systems. as adapting to change continues to be the single 
most important competitive factor in driving business success, 
pattern recognition and predictive analysis will be critical 
themes. Technology will enable the increasing use of these 
approaches. another major development will be our ability  
to track and measure actual behaviour much more effectively. 
We will be able to reach anyone, anywhere.

Mike Brochu, GMI: Tasty (digital) crumbs. 
Technology-driven innovations will transform the online market 
research industry, just as they transformed online marketing 
and advertising. as consumers leave increasingly rich digital 
data trails, researchers will have a growing desire to augment 
traditional survey responses with a richer view of available 
data points and data sources. 

2. Do you anticipate a shift in the balance between active 
and passive measures? (active = survey/direct questioning, 
passive = everything else) 

LN: Conservatism, vested interests. 
There will be a shift to passive methods but likely not as much 
as there ought to be, given the power of what passive can 
achieve and validity of evaluating what is actually happening 
vs. reported/claimed methods, plus the associated ‘interference’ 
from the way people interpret and report their views and 
behaviours. This is because, ultimately, marketers will feel 
more comfortable with traditional methods and because the 
big agencies are so reliant on traditional methods. 
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of the population who are inherently conservative and believe 
in inviolate truths. Questions of quality, accuracy, and 
robustness are important, but my own perspective is that  
the definitions for these attributes needs to broaden. at  
some point the value that we, as market researchers, provide 
is driven by positive outcomes clearly associated with the 
information we provide.

RB: Privacy, transparency. 
Privacy legislation heads the list, especially where behavioural 
data is concerned. Next is the naïve belief that everyone will 
embrace the internet. Even in many developed countries there 
are significant holdouts. Finally, as we have seen with online 
panels, the triumph of hype over theory has its comeuppance.  
The sampling statistician Colm O’muircheartaigh described 
error in research as “work that does not do what it purports to 
do.” The claims now discredited for online panels representativity 
are exhibit a. We are headed down the same road with social 
media. market research needs to get a lot better at being truthful 
about the theories that underlie our methods and their weaknesses.

KJ: adapt or die. 
We will leave the era of Quantum, sPss and other traditional 
programmes and enter a new age of instant reporting and 
immediate, dynamic analysis. The market will no longer accept 
having to wait days for an analysis or a week for a report.  
I see the real challenge will be changing our own behaviour. 
Traditional market researchers and companies that are not able 
to adapt and adjust to a new environment will slowly disappear. 
Non-traditional players and more importantly, outside vendors 
like business intelligence consultants, are likely to take over 
portions of the market now owned by researchers.

MB: adapt or die. 
respondent fatigue and shrinking response rates are just two 
hurdles. From survey links on the bottom of retail receipts, to 
customer satisfaction follow-up calls, people are inundated 
with research opportunities that are quickly losing their novelty. 
surveys need to be interactive, engaging and entertaining to 
be effective. In a fast-moving digital society where attention 
spans are shorter and people rely heavily on a range of 
communication channels, it will become imperative to adapt 
fieldwork to the context the respondent chooses. 

JH: Bumpy road ahead. 
I see a shift towards passive measures, but think the road will 
be a bit bumpy. There is incredible potential here. The passive 
measures are generally less expensive, more immediate,  
and may yield more meaningful insights. If I were placing  
bets, they would be on communities, social media mining, 
behavioural data mining, and mobile. I do not, however, 
dismiss anything at this point.

RB: surveys still useful. 
The balance will shift to the passive. however, surveys and 
other forms of direct questioning will not disappear and, in 
fact, will continue to be an important source of insight. One 
hopes that the science of selecting people to participate in 
this kind of research will have advanced to a point where we 
have greater confidence in the reliability and utility of that 
data than we have today.

KJ: market research will widen appeal. 
I believe that market research, or a version of it, will be used 
much more often and by many more companies. Due to the 
‘democratisation’ of research, the increase in DIy tools and  
the growing number of simple online services, the barriers to 
doing research will become lower.

MB: more robust samples. 
Today, researchers want to know all they can about respondents 
– who they are, where they come from and their past behaviour. 
as respondent and data validation technology becomes 
increasingly sophisticated, researchers will come to expect 
balanced, reliable and consistent data sets from their sample 
providers. This shift will allow researchers to focus more on 
deriving meaningful, actionable insights from the high-quality 
data that sample providers generate.

3. what sorts of challenges will affect the growth of 
methods/tools?

LN: Talent. 
see my earlier answer. additionally, there is the general issue 
of having good people with the capability to get the best 
value from new tools. I have already seen this with buzz-
measurement type methods, so whilst there are plenty of 
instant dashboards with fancy graphs, these tend to disappoint 
in terms of what they actually tell you. The interpretation and 
‘apply to client business’ skills in traditional agencies are 
transferable but in the early days of new technologies these 
people are less likely to be involved. New technologies don’t 
pay enough to the people operating them!

JH: Efficacy and accountability. 
I am probably mixing metaphors but I believe the evolution 
will be Darwinian, but that markets are never truly efficient. 
The barriers are two-fold. First, the marketplace judgement 
about data types and interpretative methods will be empirically-
based and will take time. The other barrier is us as market 
researchers, and resembles the diffusion curve for any new 
innovation, driven by early adopters and impeded by segments 

linda neville, portfolio planner, Coca-Cola. jeff hunter, director of consumer 
insights, General Mills. reg Baker, president and COO, Market Strategies 
International. kees de jong, CEO, Survey Sampling (SSI). mike Brochu, 
president & CEO, GMI

Surinder Siama 
(@surinder on Twitter) runs research and engagement firm ResearchTalk 
(www.researchtalk.co.uk)
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jo BowmAn
RESEARCH IN BuSINESS

Radha Subramanyam of Yahoo! 
says digital is maturing, and taking 
marketers with it. T

he iconic start-up that was born 
to two Us students in a trailer 
has rapidly grown from media 
rookie to global giant. radha 

subramanyam, VP global head of 
Corporate and media research, says 
advertisers are catching up with 
consumers’ enthusiasm for what we still 
call ‘new media’, but won’t for much 
longer. 

New media has already overtaken TV 
as marketers’ first choice for advertising 
investment. “In the next 18 to 24 months, 
money will continue to move towards 
so-called digital. I talk to CmOs and 
CEOs all the time, and what’s very clear 
to them is the shift is driven ultimately 
by consumers and consumer insights,” 
she says.

“They know that people are 
spending huge amounts of time with 
digital media. Not only are they spending 
time with it, but also a lot of their passion 
is there. It’s hard to find people to get 
people to talk about a specific TV show 
or brand in the way that their eyes light 
up when you talk about Fantasy sports 
on yahoo, or what they’re doing on 
Facebook. That’s something that the 
C-suite has really picked up on, so the 
movement has already begun, and you’ll 
continue to see a movement of dollars 
towards digital media.” For now, that is.

“Five years from now, conversations 
about old media and new media will be 

TRAcKing 
digiTAl 
chAngE

old conversations.” subramanyam is 
herself a veteran of old media, having 
spent her career up until joining yahoo 
two years ago in television, most recently 
with mTV Networks, where she was 
vice-president. TV-based media 
companies are now truly multimedia, 
and have rapidly grown, even more so 
with the advent of video streaming, 
social networking, user-generated 
content and mobile interactivity.

The evolution of television to IPTV, 
and the possibilities of the iPad, shows 
just how complex the media landscape 
has become and how boundaries 
between old and new seem decreasingly 
relevant. “People are already reading, 
writing, watching videos and sharing 
pictures all at the same time on a single 
device. “It’s a complicated period now 
for media and content.”

For a company built on being on the 
frontiers of technological development, 
yahoo – now 16 years old – is determined 
to maintain its youthful vigour. “We do  
a lot of work on trends, identifying them 
before they become mainstream, then 
when something like the iPad happens, 
we try to be absolutely first to market,” 
says subramanyam. 

yahoo was quick to launch 
applications for the iPad, and is testing 
new ad formats specifically for the iPad 
that allow them to use what she calls the 
‘creative canvas’ to its full potential. It 
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has launched a finance app for the 
iPhone and adapted its online Fantasy 
sports to the mobile format. sketch-a-
search, which allows mobile phone users 
to circle an area on a map with their 
finger and find attractions within that 
area, is another newcomer to the yahoo 
stable. “We understand that in the digital 
space, change happens very fast. We 
need to embrace change and be ready 
to shift all the time.”

tracking change 
When it comes to understanding 
consumer behaviour online, yahoo is  
in an exciting position, with 600 million 
users worldwide, and much of their activity 
trackable. This huge data warehouse is 
only a part of the company’s research 
toolkit, though, with a surprising volume 
of work carried out offline. 

“We have a very broad range of 
research,” subramanyam says. The 
company tracks demographic and cultural 
trends, works on new metrics and informs 
strategy for its advertising clients as well 
as for the development  
of yahoo’s own brand. ad effectiveness 
and creative testing is carried out in 
markets as diverse as the Us and 
Indonesia. The company uses focus 
groups, neuroscience, ethnography, 
mouse-movement tracking and huge 
quantitative surveys. The budget for all 
of this is “substantial”.

The risk of drowning in fascinating 
information is one that subramanyam 
faces daily. “It is a challenge. It’s very 
easy to get carried away.” Directing the 
research and ensuring it doesn’t drift 
requires a very clear research roadmap, 
which sets out the questions that the 
research is seeking to answer. These are 
questions that fuel yahoo’s own future 
development, as well as informing 
advertising clients. most times, there’s  
a significant overlap between the two  
in what’s required. The roadmap is 
revisited every quarter, and research 
focuses on the biggest questions of the 
moment. Clients need to remain similarly 
focused, though the temptation to 
discover so many things about 
consumers simply because they’re now 
knowable must be immense. “knowing 

everything is a distraction, and clients 
usually get that,” subramanyam says.  
“If I show them everything I have in my 
toolkit, it’s distracting – to them and to 
me.”

What yahoo is striving towards is 
being in the digital space where personal 
worlds and the rest of the world connect. 
“We very much believe we want to be 
the centre of people’s online life.” she 
says. “People care intensely about their 
world – their friends, their photos, their 
neighbourhood – but they also care 
about the world in general. They care 
about news, about finance, all those 
things.” getting to that point of 
intersection, and taking advertisers with 
them, yahoo says is about getting the 
perfect combination of science, art and 
scale. The science is the data, art is the 
way that digital opportunities are used 
creatively. “The digital canvas is as 
exciting as any canvas out there, and  
we want to help advertisers embrace 
everything that’s wonderful in digital,” 
subramanyam says. The scale part of 
the equation comes from yahoo’s vast 
audience. 

don’t go there 
Understandably, given the public unease 
over privacy measures controlled by 
Facebook and google, subramanyam is 
keen to position yahoo as a guardian of 
individuals’ privacy. “Our relationship 
with the consumer is the most important 
relationship we have and we’d never 
violate that,” she says. “so when you go 
to yahoo settings, it’s very easy to manage 
your privacy. We make it easy to find 
and easy to use – it’s very important to 
us that you can manage what you don’t 
want exposed and what you do.”

yahoo users’ log data – showing 
what they’ve looked at and done online 
– is anonymised by the company after 
90 days. But subramanyam says most 
internet users actually want the business 
world to know a bit about them. 

“People don’t hate ads, they hate 
bad ads that aren’t targeted at them,” 
she says. Consumers like relevant 
advertising, and advertisers don’t want 
to annoy people by serving them ads 
they’re not remotely interested in. The 

answer is to use science, art and scale  
to get good, relevant advertising to the 
right people at the right time.

For some companies, it’s excitement 
about the latest technology and what 
can be done with it that drives their 
marketing campaigns; for others, 
marketing remains about determining 
clear objectives, then finding the best 
tools with which to achieve them. “some 
are really technology-driven and some 
are immersed in creative chaos,” says 
subramanyam. “This is a time for 
experimentation and learning – there’s  
a lot of experimentation going on, and I 
find that wonderful and empowering.”

and will that balance of science and 
art change when the experimentation 
phase is over? subramanyam says not, 
though as old media merges into the 
new-media world, it might have to adjust 
the weighting it gives them. TV has 
always been good at the art, but less 
good at the science of the business. 
“science and art are both equally 
important. It’s never all about just data, 
it’s about using information to have 
insights about the consumer and inform 
the advertiser. That’s why digital is going 
to be so successful and why advertisers 
are embracing it. you have accountability, 
but you also have a creative canvas.” 

radha Subramanyam 
Is VP global head of corporate and media research 
at Yahoo!
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mAnfrED mArECk
TRENDS

mobile and digital technologies are driving  
state-of-the-art techniques but what else is new?

Top trends  
in media 
measurement

P
Das and mobile phones are increasingly being used to 
collect diary data and have been used successfully in  
a number of countries. still, they require active input 
from respondents and passive measurement remains a 

tempting alternative: it does not rely on peoples’ memory and 
portable meters can pick up media usage anywhere. Passive 
devices, such as gPs, play an increasingly important role in 
out-of-home measurement and the technology will play a key 
part in the Uk’s latest POsTar survey according to Trevor 
sharot, managing director of red research.

Broadcast audience measurement has long been reliant on 
technology, passive or otherwise. Digital television requires new 
channel detection methods and according to richard marks, 
CEO of kantar media audiences, “audio signals are increasingly 
used as the primary detection technique”. another priority is 
to reduce intrusiveness for the respondents. “We talk a lot 
about technology but I believe the most important element is 
the individual panel member. We need measurement systems 
that encourage high response and ensure representativeness.” 
kantar uses predictive algorithms to identify individual viewers 
in conjunction with return-path-data (rPD), a data stream that 
is extracted from digital set-top boxes. It tracks channels viewed 
and other services used and requires no input from respondents.

tv and radio  
arbitron began testing portable people meters (PPms) in 1995 
and the company is on target to measure radio listening in the 
top 48 Us metropolitan markets. according to Brad Bedford, 
VP of international sales and marketing at arbitron, the 
technology has been licensed to BBm in Canada, and TNs/
kantar in Belgium, Denmark, Iceland, kazakhstan, Norway and 
singapore. “It is primarily used for radio measurement but in 
Canada and Iceland the technology has currency status for 

television as well.” 
Ipsos mediaCT is developing another passive meter. The 

mediaCell will be tested this year on a london-based panel. 
The device works on a smartphone and recognises encoded 
audio signals, which are unique to the participating station 
and their platforms (am/Fm radio, digital radio, online, digital 
TV). applications can be used to ask supplementary questions. 
Compliance is often an issue and “that’s why the idea of putting 
software into a mobile phone that individuals carry around all 
the time is so exciting. Once smartphone penetration reaches 
a certain level it will become an even more attractive method 
of data collection”, says John Carroll, senior director at Ipsos 
mediaCT. But restrictions, such as varying screen sizes, limited 
keyboard entry, or survey length remain. smartphones may 
not always be with the respondent or left at home to recharge 
batteries, making them problematic as portable meters for 
out-of-home media measurement. as with any new technology 
solid evidence to gauge likely limitations is vital. 

For TV there is the issue of measuring multiple screens. 
The Uk system currently focuses on two screens. “mobile 
viewing still has a way to go and the priority is to measure  
TV sets, to which we now have to add online” says marks. TNs 
developed a software version of their people meter to measure 
viewing as if PCs were just another TV set to makes online 
measurement compatible with standard TV metrics. In the  
Us “Nielsen’s strategy is now focussed on a three-screen 
model”, says Pete Doe, sVP for data integration at Nielsen 
media research.

The challenge for broadcast research is to measure media 
usage across multiple platforms, anywhere and any time. 
Developing user-friendly, modular, and flexible measurement 
technology that can accommodate changing viewing patterns 
will be crucial.
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manfred mareck 
Is an independent media and marketing consultant. 
(editservice@btinternet.com)

cross channel  
advertisers and agencies want to measure exposure over 
multiple media channels as media owners are increasingly 
offering their content across multiple platforms. This is why 
demand for multi-media evaluation tools to complement 
individual audience currencies has been growing. single 
source approaches, where each respondent provides data on 
all their media consumption, have not always been successful, 
hence the drive to integrate currencies into a cross-channel 
planning system. 

since 1985 the german media analyse (ma) measures 
press, TV, and radio in separate surveys, which are fused into 
the ma Intermedia. Data for outdoor media was added in 
2008 and the plan is to include online measurement. Currently 
a number of ‘new fusion’ approaches, including a time-budget 
hub survey, are under discussion.

The ‘hub plus fusion’ concept, successfully developed by 
the Uk’s advertising agency association (IPa) and marketed 
under the TouchPoints brand, has already been replicated or 
tested in a number of markets, including Poland, France, 
Denmark and Norway. Even in the Us the aversion to data 
integration is weakening. “modelling and fusion have become 
more acceptable here with the development of ‘eyes-on’ 
measurement for outdoor”, says arbitron’s Pierre Bouvard, 
EVP for Cross-Platform services. “The drive for such initiatives 
is more likely to come from media owners, who have been 
faster off the mark to integrate their sales operations – 
agencies still often operate in silos.” 

an enthusiastic supporter of cross-media measurement is 
glenn Enoch, in charge of cross-platform measurement at 
EsPN. For a recent cross-media study during the FIFa World 
Cup, Enoch used 15 different research suppliers including 
keller Fay, knowledge Networks, the media Behavior Institute, 
the Nielsen Company, and the Wharton Interactive media 
Initiative. managing a multitude of vendors is challenging.  
“We are working with these companies to bring the industry 
closer to the day when measuring cross-platform behaviour is 
standard practice instead of a specialist project”, says Enoch.

engagement measures 
measuring net reach and frequency of exposure is no longer 
sufficient. advertisers need measures, such as engagement 
and impact, to gauge the return on their advertising investment.

In the Uk, Ipsos mediaCT is attempting to find a consistent 
model to measure media engagement that could work across 
media. sarah gale, director at Ipsos mediaCT says “We tested 
a wide range of statements that could potentially relate to 
engagement with respondents in the Uk, France and the Us. 
We ended up with four pillars: need fulfilment (thought out, 
emotional proximity); quality/relevance/differentiation; 
perception (entertaining, respectable, credible, etc) and word 
of mouth (hear positive comments, recommend to friends).” 
This is still work in progress and whether high media brand 
engagement necessarily leads to high engagement with 
advertised brands is not yet clear. “We are in the process of 

exploring the advertising side, but that’s something we will 
continue to develop to get a full picture of how engagement 
works.”

since taking over starch, gfk mrI has catalogued thousands 
of print advertisements according to more than 50 variables 
including coupons, recipes, barcodes and Urls. “This allows 
our clients to do searches based on specific elements contained 
within ads and understand which creative elements impact 
readership and consumer action,” reveals michal galin, sVP of 
starch advertising research. 

moreover, title-based audience scores can now be 
augmented with ad performance, an industry first. starch 
results can be combined with gfk mrI’s Issue specific study, 
which measures readership for individual issues of magazines 
to produce the gfk mrO admeasure. With this new metric 
admeasure moves print accountability from ‘opportunity to 
see’ to an ‘actually saw/acted on’ ad measure. The company is 
currently testing an enhanced schedule planner that calculates 
reach of magazine schedules based on the number of 
individuals who actually see the ads within a scheduled title. 
“This brings the magazine industry a step closer to its goal of 
achieving the highest degree of return-on-investment metrics 
for print advertising,” says kathi love, president and CEO of 
gfk mrI. 

There are many other challenges. Print needs solutions to 
integrate conventional reading with online consumption and 
ereading via mobile devices (some 40% of surveys published 
title-specific online reach according Erhard meier at the 2009 
readership symposium). In various countries there are 
discussions to fuse Nielsen or Comscore online data with 
national readership survey results or to provide other print 
plus online net readership estimates, such as the Financial 
Times ‘average daily global audience’ scores. 

Websites are under pressure to end the confusing array of 
available data and to offer standard currency measures. It is 
likely that hybrid solutions, using site-centric data and user 
panels are one way forward. last but not least, the debate 
about the merits, and costs, of random-sample-based surveys 
vs. the use of online panels is likely to continue into the 
foreseeable future. 

richard marks is CEO of Kantar Media Audiences, john Carroll is senior 
director and Sarah gale is director at Ipsos MediaCT, glenn Enoch is vice 
president, audience research at ESPN; michal galin is SVP of Starch
Advertising Research and kathi love is president and CEO at GfK MRI.
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kElly ShEPhArD
TRENDS

sourcing 
news 
through 
social 
media

kelly shephard, managing editor with  
BBC World service Future media, tells  
Jo Bowman how new media is helping 
reporters tell a richer story

C
overing the world is a whole new ball game, now that 
everyone’s got a camera in their pocket and an online 
soapbox for their views. kelly shephard leads the 
Future media division of the BBC World service, 

which broadcasts in 33 languages around the world. she says 
the days of pushing out content and waiting for an audience 
reaction are long gone. Increasingly, the public is part of the 
process of reporting the news – not just on the receiving end 
of it. “We went very quickly from just producing content and 
publishing it, to asking the audience to talk to us – send in 
your pics, text us to have your say – to now having journalists 
going out and finding the stories in social media spaces,” she 
says. “The whole relationship has changed.”

monitoring Twitter feeds, Facebook, blogs and online 
discussion boards is all now part of keeping tabs on a 
developing story. In some cases, the difference it makes can 
be adding extra voices to enrich the coverage, as in the case 
of live Twitter feeds from BBC correspondents, pundits and 
players, which were added to online BBC coverage of the 
african Cup of Nations. In more difficult reporting environments, 
these new media sources are crucial to understanding what’s 
going on.
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Twitter conversations were pivotal to the successful 
coverage of public unrest in Iran around the time of the 
elections there last year. The BBC is banned from Iran and its 
Persian service is blocked there. Twitter conversations were 
taking place in Tehran, however, as people talked about what 
they were seeing, and journalists were able to tap into that 
conversation and combine it with their own knowledge to 
establish a picture that they couldn’t otherwise have seen 
clearly. 

sprechen sie google?
News organisations’ use of social media as a news source 
helps give new media greater legitimacy, shephard says. and 
the range of sources available to journalists is expanding all 
the time. “something new in this area comes up every day. 
last week I was in discussions about location services, and 
how can they benefit us. This week, it’s iTunes launching Ping,” 
she says. “The key for us is not to be afraid to experiment.”

Experiments don’t always work, of course. The BBC’s early 
trials with multi-lingual message boards using google Translate 
worked well, so were built into online coverage of this summer’s 
football World Cup. That worked less well; while there was 
multi-lingual chatter in the minutes before kick-off, once the 
whistle blew, the boards fell silent. “you have to work out what’s 
most appropriate. sometimes you just have to walk away and 
say ‘it’s really nifty technology, but we don’t need it now’.” 

checking sources
For media organisations that have spent decades building a 
reputation for objectivity, there’s a sizeable risk involved in 
using social media. shephard says this is something journalists 
are keenly aware of; the care and caution that’s needed isn’t 
that different to the fact-checking and questioning of sources 
that’s always been done. It just has to happen faster.

“Obviously it quite exciting when you’re working on a big 
story, something comes through and you think ‘nobody else 
has got this’. you just want to get it out there, but you have  
to step back and think, why is this person sending this, what 
are the implications? It’s common sense; it’s taking the time 
and saying this needs to be checked,” shephard says. “We’re 
getting better at it.” There are techniques for examining 
pictures to see if they’ve been doctored; there’s also logic –  
so if an individual is sending observations from several  
distant locations in the same day, alarm bells would ring. 
On-the-ground reporters look out for anomalies too – like 
buildings being mentioned that they know were bombed a 
week earlier.”

The BBC’s coverage of the recent fires in russia was boosted 
by pictures submitted through trusted contacts built up over 
time through the russian online community liveJournal, “not 
so that they’re official reporters but so we could trust that 
they are where they say they are,” shephard says.

measurement of the impact that the injection of new sources 
is having on news coverage is still imprecise, shephard says. 
The BBC asks visitors to its site whether they’d recommend a 

story to a friend, so they can calculate an ‘appreciation score’. 
There are also metrics for assessing how many people are 
recommending BBC sites in Facebook, and how long they’re 
spending on its Facebook pages, to provide some guidance 
on popularity. “Then there’s the bigger picture, which is the  
buzz in social media, who’s talking about what, are they 
talking about your content, and that is quite difficult to measure, 
but we’re looking at ways of doing that and working with 
companies that can pull that kind of information together.” 

strap yourself in
as news organisations grow more accustomed to using social 
media as a source of information and comment, shephard 
expects the barriers between users’ contributions and editorial 
content to shrink. “It’s going to take us a while to work out the 
best way to do it, but we have to make the news output and 
UgC (user-generated content) much more intertwined with 
each other.”

The future of news is more likely to be an evolutionary step 
on than a giant leap, she says. “Journalists going out into 
social media has been a huge change, and that will just be 
built on. We can’t predict what’s going to happen - you have 
to go along with the unpredictability, be ready to embrace 
what comes and have fun with it.” 

kelly Shephard
Is managing editor with BBC World Service Future Media works across 32 
language websites and provides new media support for a broad portfolio of 
BBC World Service English radio programmes. She is a guest speaker at 
ESOMAR’s Online event, 17 to 19 October in Berlin.
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MEDIA SCAN

Will iPads and e-readers 
shore up newspaper circulation?

cAn E-REAdERS 
SAvE nEWSpApERS?

O
ne of the problems facing 
publishers is how to attract 
younger readers, who have 
grown up with screen-based 

media. The ‘free’ newspaper model has 
peaked and downsizing to more compact 
formats brought only temporary relief. 
The hope now is to capture readers via 
online and mobile versions and persuade 
them that content is worth paying for. 
It’s too early to judge the long-term 
success of paywalls but my guess is that 
it will require quite an effort to educate 
consumers, as people never really paid 
for newspaper content. When handing 
over their money, I’m sure most of them 
felt they were paying for the product, 
not the content. remove that physical 
product and extracting money becomes 
more difficult. 

Now we have another range of physical 
products on the market and consumers 
seem to be willing to shell out their 
hard-earned cash again. E-readers like 
kindle and iPad are selling well – the 
latter at a rate of 200,000 units a week 
shortly after its Us launch. Only two 
years ago after the launch of the kindle, 
apple’s steve Jobs mused in The New 
York Times that “it doesn’t matter how 
good or bad the product is, the fact is 
that the whole conception is flawed 
because people don’t read anymore.” 

new challenges 
all these devices pose new challenges 
for media researchers – measuring 
‘reading’ across all platforms and then 
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bringing the data together is vital for 
newspaper and magazine publishers to 
show the total size of their audiences. 
For example, TouchPoints 3 in the Uk 
shows that for newspapers such as The 
Guardian a third of all ‘reading’ is now 
via the web (reaching over 50% for 
those under 24 years old).

It’s a new ball game – so what will 
the currency be? how will ‘space’ be 
bought and priced? What data will 
advertisers and media planners expect 
from publishers? Will e-reading bring  
the promised salvation? 

Book publishers seem bullish and 
goldman sachs predicted earlier this 
year that iPad and kindle will help to 
grow the Us book market by almost 6% 
between now and 2015, despite a fall in 
printed book sales. 

magazine publishers too, are 
enthusiastic. “The iPad is revolutionary”, 
mark golin, editor of People declared at 
this year’s arF multimedia measurement 
Conference, according to a WarC 
report. and rupert murdoch, not always 
in the forefront of digital developments, 
called the iPad a ‘game changer’ that 
will rejuvenate the newspaper industry. 

cautious 
gfk mrI recently piloted a study into 
e-reading levels as part of their National 
survey of american Consumers. “While 
most folks still read hard-copy or internet 
versions, the industry is poised for what 
many believe will be a powerful game 
changer – digital reading in all its forms, 

including tablets, mobile and e-readers”, 
according to chief research officer Dr 
Julian Baim. First results show owners of 
such devices to be enthusiastic magazine 
readers with a desirable demographic – 
well educated with good salaries who 
are might even be willing to pay for an 
electronic subscription. 

Others are more cautious. The 
Guardian’s Eyewitness photo project in 
the Uk was one of the first media related 
iPad apps but the experience for users 
wasn’t always great, according to the 
paper’s own blog. and stella Beaumont, 
the director for business development at 
guardian News and media cautions that 
there is no need to rush. “In fact, it’s 
probably a good idea to wait until we 
find out what the intrinsic benefits of 
this medium are.”

as an avid newspaper reader myself I 
wish I could share murdoch’s optimism. 
Unfortunately I don’t think it was just the 
old-fashioned combination of ink and 
newsprint that put so many younger 
people off – uninspiring content is the 
more likely culprit. gadgets on their 
own, no matter how cool, are only half 
the solution. 
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DAviD murPhy
NEW TECHNIquES

M
obile research is not brand new; sms surveys have 
been around for the best part of a decade. But over 
the last couple of years, ever since the launch of the 
iPhone, brands’ interest in mobile has surged as they 

seek new ways to engage with consumers. For their part, 
many consumers have been trading in their old mobiles for a 
new smartphone that can do much more than make voice 
calls and send texts. The opportunity for market researchers 
to put the mobile channel to work has never been greater. so 
how is it responding? 

according to guy rolfe, global mobile knowledge leader at 
kantar Operations, interest in mobile as a research tool among 
clients is increasing rapidly. he says, “We have been focusing 
on it for two years. Initially, there was not much interest, and 
the majority of what we were doing was quick sms polls, then 
we saw interest in surveys on the mobile internet, and then 
towards the end of last year, the focus moved to apps. Now, 
just about every client wants to talk mobile.”

This should come as no surprise. While it won’t work in 
every situation, there are some types of research for which 
mobile is ideally suited. “It’s great for anything where location 
and immediacy are important,” says Tim snaith, chief research 
officer at OnePoint surveys, which sells its mobile research 
technology platform to research agencies and brands. There’s 
no degradation of the experience. Who knows what might 
have happened in the 12 hours between experience and 
completing an online survey.”

The other thing in mobile’s favour is that the average mobile 
is now a mini computer, with a powerful processor, often a 

Mobile research:  
the next big thing?

How is the market research sector coming to terms with 
mobile as a data collection and customer insight tool? 

good quality camera and video camera, and the ability to  
send whatever information is captured on it to a central data 
collection point for analysis in a couple of clicks. This enables 
researchers to go beyond simple sms or even mobile internet-
based surveys and ask survey participants to use their phone 
to track their behaviour. Increasingly, this is done via a 
dedicated application (app) on the phone.

kantar is using mobile in this way, and also creating survey 
apps for researchers to conduct mystery shopper surveys. 
OnePoint is due to launch an app which will work across all 
major mobile phone operating systems that will have a 
location element to it, so that members of a research panel 
could be invited to take part in a survey on their phone when 
they come within a certain radius of, say, a Tesco store. 

Ipsos recently invited members of a panel to go away for 
what they would consider the great British Weekend, and 
send in photos and videos to say what they were doing, who 
they were doing it with, and how they were feeling. The 
location of those taking part was plotted on a map, using gPs 
(global Positioning system) technology built into the phones. 

“We did it as a pilot to assess what sort of content people 
would share with us, whether the logistics would work and 
whether people would be prepared to be tracked in this way,” 
explains aJ Johnson, VP of global operations at Ipsos Open 
Thinking Exchange. Johnson says the results from those who 
took part were very encouraging, and all the panel members 
who sent back content said they would happily do it again. 
But it was not all good news. “200 people said they would do 
it, but only 37 actually did. some were worried about the cost, 
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and some did not realise they needed to download an app to 
take part.”

major issues 
In that one sentence, Johnson has hit on two of major issues 
that mobile research faces. The first is the cost, or perceived 
cost of sending all this data – because that’s what pictures and 
videos are – via your mobile phone; the second is what’s best 
described as platform fragmentation. 

let’s look at cost first. People on a mobile phone contract 
may or may not have a ‘data bundle’ as part of it. If they do, 
they probably pay around ¤5 a month for it, and can browse 
mobile internet sites and download apps, safe in the knowledge 
that they are not running up a big bill. For everyone else, 
including the majority of people who are prepaid users, there 
is a fear that when you click on a link to a mobile internet site, 
or send a video back to research hQ, you may be incurring a 
large bill. 

OnePoint’s approach is to advise clients to offer consumers 
the choice of taking the survey as an sms poll, or clicking 
through to a mobile internet site, while globalPark president 
Dan Coates says: “We have to overcompensate respondents 
on the off chance they do not have a mobile web package.”

kantar’s rolfe says he would like to “zero-rate” survey 
Urls so that respondents would know they are not going to 
be charged to access them, but adds that this is not always 
achievable. “mobile operators seem to exist in their own little 
world, but I think this is changing as they see their markets are 
saturated and they need to grow their revenues from things 
other than voice and text,” he says. 

platform fragmentation  
In the mobile world, you have iPhone, android, rIm (BlackBerry), 
symbian and bada, to name but five incompatible mobile 
platforms. Why this matters is because a survey app designed 
for the iPhone will not run on an android phone or a 
BlackBerry, unless you spend additional money creating a 
separate version of it that will. and there’s no simple answer 
other than to make your surveys available on the mobile 
internet, which anyone with a phone less than a year old is 
likely to be able to access, data charges notwithstanding. 

If all of this sounds potentially confusing, it merely serves 
to underline the need for education and advice from industry 
associations like EsOmar. here, the jury is, for the moment, 
out. “What we have seen from EsOmar and other associations 
so far seems to be focused on calling to mobile phones rather 
than getting consumers to use their mobile to take part in 
surveys via the browser or mobile apps, which I’m not sure  

is the right focus,” says gloria Park Bartolone, group VP at 
maritz research. 

OnePoint’s snaith agrees: “It’s good that a start has been 
made,” he says. “But we never imagined that calling people on 
their mobile phones would be a key research channel, 
compared to sms, mobile internet surveys and apps.”

Perhaps the biggest challenge for the industry though, is 
to accept that, however powerful the modern mobile phone 
may be, it can’t be slotted into the same pigeonhole as the 
web. “When someone tells us they have a 30-minute survey 
that they need to do via mobile, we can predict this will be a 
failed experiment,” says globalPark’s Coates. “a mobile survey 
should be fundamentally different from online, with different 
expectations of attention span and interactivity. This is the first 
barrier we have to overcome.”

and probably not the last either, but given the potential 
rewards, mobile is a medium no self-respecting market 
research firm can afford to ignore. 

top tips foR mobile ReseaRch
Keep it short and simple; no-one is going to want to 
complete a 30-minute mobile survey.

if you want maximum reach, put your survey on a mobile 
internet site – a survey app designed for one mobile  
platform such as iphone can only be completed by people 
with an iphone.

data costs money, so offer a choice of SMS or mobile internet 
or an app download – and either zero-rate the data costs, or 
advise respondents that you will reimburse them for the data 
charges they incur.

use the phone’s capabilities – the modern phone is ideally 
suited to ethnography tracking studies where respondents  
are invited to keep a photo or video diary of their activities. 

use mobile for “in-the-moment” research, to get people’s 
views on a movie as they exit the cinema, or the layout of a 
supermarket, while the experience is still fresh in their mind. 

Access ESOMAR’s guideline on conducting research via mobile research  
at www.esomar.org. it covers voice and SMS with interactive to be covered 
within a revised version of the internet guideline.
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EArl l. tAylor
MARKETING CASE HISTORY

I
n a recent msI Working Paper,  
Paul Dwyer, assistant professor of 
marketing at the atkinson graduate 
school of management, Willamette 

University, develops a methodology for 
measuring interpersonal influence in 
online conversations.  

analysing text from The Unofficial 
apple Weblog, he combines the General 
Inquirer text content analysis system 
widely used since the late 1960s with the 
newer Centering resonance analysis 
programme to create a hybrid metric of 
‘theme resonance’. This metric can be 
used to trace the generation of new 
conversational themes from the initiator 
through all subsequent participants and 
quantify the degree to which subsequent 
contributions were influenced by those 
that preceded them.

For relatively little cost, companies 
can monitor online social media and use 
this metric to identify the bloggers and 
others who are most likely to influence 
relevant consumers. Not surprisingly,  
the data Dwyer analysed show that the 
bloggers themselves are most influential 
in these conversations. Beyond identifying 
such influencers, however, word and 
theme resonance metrics can determine 
which topics are most likely to generate 
further relevant conversation to which 
the company can contribute. such 
metrics can also help determine which 
keywords are most likely to generate 
higher rates from online ad placements. 
Finally, unanticipated themes that 
emerge from these online discussions 
can yield valuable insights for marketers 
such as how consumers associate and 
search for information about a product, 
brand or company.

In a related study, Jacob goldenberg 

products shortens paths and improves 
search efficiency, but not to the degree 
achieved by the dual product and social 
network. The authors conclude that “the 
bridging effect of the user pages cannot 
be artificially replicated.”

Finally, in an online experiment, 
consumers searched using only the actual 
youTube.com product links, these links 
augmented by random re-wiring or the 
dual product-social network. results 
confirmed that the dual network “leads 
to faster access to ‘good’ content and to 
overall higher satisfaction.”

From: Paul Dwyer, “Measuring Interpersonal Influence 
in Online Conversations” MSI Report No. 09-108 and 
Jacob Goldenberg, Gal Oestreicher-Singer and 
Shachar Reichman, “The quest for Content: The 
Integration of Product Networks and Social Networks 
in Online Content Exploration” MSI Report No. 
10-205.

(hebrew University) and gal 
Oestreicher-singer and shachar 
reichman (both of Tel aviv University) 
examine how consumers find “good” 
online content in the absence of guidance 
from traditional marketing. The authors 
note that online content is often presented 
as a network of products where books, 
movies or other products that are 
somehow related form the nodes. Their 
study provides support for the practice 
of also linking content by social networks 
of those making product reviews and 
recommendations, thus facilitating what 
the authors call “ill-defined exploration 
(search without a specific target).”

dual networks 
studying a youTube.com database of 
700,000 videos (with nine million links 
between them) and 50,000 users (with 
120,000 links between them), the authors 
find that user pages form a social network 
with “betweenness centrality” three 
times greater than that of the product 
network linking videos. That is, the social 
network is more tightly organised and 
defined by groups of like-minded viewers 
who can thereby act as brokers for others 
in the network. all things being equal,  
a viewer is much more likely to find 
additional videos of interest through 
reviews and recommendations from the 
social network than by following links 
among videos derived from overall 
viewing activity on youTube.com.

a series of simulations with varying 
network structures demonstrates that 
the dual social and product network is  
in fact the most efficient way to organise 
content for search by youTube.com users 
as predicted from network theory, 
randomly “re-wiring” links among 

How consumers 
help consumers 

online

Earl l. taylor
is chief marketing officer at the Marketing Science 
Institute. You can contact him at etaylor@msi.org.
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SAnDEEP ArorA
NEW TECHNIquES

Growing mobile penetration in emerging markets  
means new opportunities for researchers.

How can mobile 
research work in 
developing markets?

T
his august saw the 20 billionth tweet. moreover, 
Facebook claims that 500 million active users, of  
whom 150 million use mobile phones, spend 700 billion 
minutes every month on its social networking site. 

There will be more than five billion mobile phone subscribers 
in 2010 according to the International Telecommunication 
Union. Even in markets such as India, which has the second 
most-populous mobile subscriber base in the world, there  
are over 500 million mobile subscribers with 12 to 14 million 
new subscribers being added every month and mobile 
penetration is growing at over 30% per annum in rural areas. 
(source: Irs 2009).

In a recent study, young and rubicam argue that the  
next internet revolution will not be on computers, but on  
the mobile phone. some mobiles are more powerful than 
computers and unlike computers which function in the 
‘personal’ space, mobile phones operate in the ‘intimate’ 
space, accompanying people throughout the day. mobile 
technology has huge potential to reach the masses in a 
diverse and culturally complex country like India. There are,  
a number of barriers to the adoption of mobile technology  
in the mainstream of market research, nevertheless mobile-
based applications are increasingly gaining ground in 
collecting data for market research and other purposes  
in countries like India.

For the market research industry, surveys via mobiles can 
be cost-effective, executed in real-time, and help us to reach  
a target audience spread across a wider geography. yet, 

adoption is currently quite limited, possibly because of cost 
issues and the perception by researchers that it is, as yet, too 
early to use this technology effectively. 

In developing countries, face-to-face interviewing with  
a readily-available workforce is the preferred methodology, 
followed by CaTI or online. many researchers think that 
research via mobile would mean that interviewers need 
high-end smartphones or personal digital assistants (PDas)  
to conduct fieldwork, and that this could require significant 
investment. moreover, mobile phones might be ineffective if 
respondents need to be exposed to stimuli or when ‘open-
ended’ data needs to be captured. Even the battery life of a 
handset might limit an interviewer to being on the road for 
eight hours.

Uninterrupted mobile connectivity, especially in remote 
and rural areas, is a constraint. Furthermore, developing an 
application that can work smoothly across brands and models 
taking into account the variety of mobile phones and multiple 
platforms is a huge task for mobile technology developers.

Countries like India have a vast population of educated 
graduates. however, the cost-effective resource for the research 
industry are housewives or interviewers who belong to lower 
socio-economic strata and their comfort levels in adopting 
new technology might be an issue.

Finally, the art of designing a questionnaire is critical for 
mobile phone surveys. On a small screen it’s more important 
to find the right words, and of course, it needs more testing to 
get it exactly right.
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Is senior vice president of Research & Analytics at Datamatics  
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mobile applications 
On the other hand, the rapid growth in mobile phone 
penetration offers marketers and researchers an opportunity 
to tap into this burgeoning and fast-evolving Indian community, 
quickly and cost-effectively. 

marketers and researchers do recognise the importance  
of this medium, especially in view of the extreme media 
fragmentation and recent pressure on budgets. We cannot 
change the direction of the wind, but we can adjust our sails. 
so, is it possible to change the yardstick for considering 
mobile methodologies for research? 

researchers might ask, “Will research via mobile phone 
make paper or telephone surveys obsolete?” We think it is not 
a question of one versus the other, but the two modes 
complementing one other. Comparing telephone or online 
versus mobile, leads researchers down the wrong path. any 
project solely based on mobile contacts may not be as efficient 
or effective in delivering research results, but mobile-based 
technology could produce better results when it supplements 
prevailing methodologies. 

key aspects in development 
To test the validity of this proposition we looked at case 
studies from within and outside the market research industry 
for inspiration on how mobile technology might be deployed 
for data collection.

The key aspects that can expedite adoption of mobile-
based research designs into our mainstream projects would be:

Digital ethnography: Collecting ethnographic data through 
regular interactions between respondents and researchers is 
already well-established. however, by requesting respondents 
to send texts and pictures on what they are doing and where 
they are at random times of the day through a mobile-based 
application enhances the richness and immediacy of data.

Consumer promotion management: recently, Nokia India 
used a mobile application for a ‘paperless’ scratch card 
promotion. This was combined with a phone interview to 
capture customers’ usage and brand preferences. This helped 
Nokia India to improve the effectiveness of its sales promotion 
and collect rich information regarding consumers and retailers 
to improve its subsequent promotions. 

social networking on mobile: social networking through 
mobile provides access to moving online focus group 
discussions to mobile ‘Tweet’ surveys.

data collection 
generally there are two ways to collect data: through the 
active involvement of respondents or passive data collection 
without their direct involvement of respondents. most of our 
primary data collection (via online, paper or telephonic) tends 
to rely on active techniques. We think that mobile technology 
can bring tremendous added value to projects where it is 
deployed for passive data collection and where the device 
captures background data. here are some examples: 

location-based services: This mobile application tracks  
the movement of interviewer or respondent handsets across 
different parts of the city. It can be used to monitor the daily 
movements of your field force, or to measure the traffic 

patterns in a city for urban planning; to assess how well a 
billboard is placed to be noticed, or to undertake retail-
oriented location-based projects.

mobile usage studies: mobile applications can be developed 
to create logs of all the activities or applications that people 
use on the mobile device, such as: sending sms’s, listening to 
radio, using value-added services or browsing the internet.

Trained interviewer collection: mobile technology can be 
deployed where the data is collected on a mobile device by a 
trained interviewer instead of the respondent. The interviewer 
simply follows a step-by-step process to gather data, either by 
entering text numbers or by answering a series of questions 
designed to meet the specific needs of the project. The 
information can be collected as text, voice or video and can 
be sent instantly to the project office or securely stored on the 
mobile phone.

mystery shopping through interactive voice response (IVr) 
applications: The shopper enters the target outlet, dials a 
preconfigured IVr phone number through the mobile phone 
and feeds in data following the IVr questions. When the audit 
is completed, the data is uploaded on a web portal for instant 
viewing which helps eliminate memory-led biases and can be 
deployed simultaneously in multi-centre multilingual projects 
very effectively. 

Dynamic quota planning in face-to-face data collection: 
Through this mobile application, the interviewer updates key 
information fields when interviews are completed. This data 
updates the quota planning sheet dynamically and sends the 
updates to interviewers across the city.

the next wave 
Using mobile phones for market research is a great way to 
experiment with what integrating technology and domain 
expertise can deliver, and a wider acceptance of the mobile 
platform by researchers will lead to further innovations. 

We are seeing the start of an explosion of innovation, the 
applications that can be deployed on mobile phones is limited 
only by our imagination; mobile phones will enhance traditional 
projects whether they are online, telephone or paper surveys 
by adding real-time improved productivity, higher quality and 
greater cost-efficiencies. This will create many opportunities 
for industry start-ups to find new ways to provide additional 
services and generate revenue. last, but not least, this will 
undoubtedly enrich customers’ and respondents’ experiences.  

We shouldn’t be asking “should we do research via 
mobile?” the real question is how should we do it. 
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CALENDAR  
OF EVENTS 2010/11
   ESOMAR WORLD RESEARCH

WORkSHOpS
Workshops are interactive learning for small groups 
and run alongside ESOMAR conferences. Space is 
limited; register early to secure your place.

November 2010

February 2011

March 2011

April 2011

June 2011

INNOVATE
BARcElOnA / 14–16 nOvEMBER

INSIgHTS
BRuSSElS 

ASIA pACIFIC
MElBOuRnE / 20-22 MARch

LATIN AMERICA
vEnuE And dAtE tO BE cOnfiRMEd 

AN ESOMAR WORLD RESEARCH CONFERENCE

AN ESOMAR WORLD RESEARCH CONFERENCE

AN ESOMAR WORLD RESEARCH CONFERENCE

AN ESOMAR WORLD RESEARCH CONFERENCE

QUALITATIVE
BARcElOnA / 16–18 nOvEMBER

AN ESOMAR WORLD RESEARCH CONFERENCE

	 •	innovation,	culture	and	research
	 •	seMiotics	(2	daYs)
	 •	current	and	eMerGinG	trends	in	Qualitative	research		
	 •	ModeratinG	online	iMMersive	Qualitative	research		
	 •	Word	of	Mouth	MeasureMent	and	beYond

 ESOMAR SUMMER WORkSHOp ACADEMY
 to further promote the professional development of   
 experienced and young researchers across the globe
 AMSTERDAM / JUNE

CONgRESS 2011
AMSTERDAM
18 – 20 SEpTEMbER

www.esomar.org

the ESOMAR congress 2011 will be held in 
Amsterdam, the netherlands – a city that combines 
historical charm with a dynamic modern way of 
life. Renowned for its architecture and canals, 
Amsterdam boasts a sophisticated international 
business environment and serves as one of 
Europe’s most popular destinations. We look 
forward to welcoming you next year in Amsterdam 
from 18 – 20 September, 2011 for our 64th annual 
congress.

updates are on our website www.esomar.org

http://www.esomar.org/index.php?page=events&utm_source=research-world&utm_medium=rw-pdf&utm_campaign=rw-october-2010
http://www.esomar.org/index.php?page=innovate-2010-overview&utm_source=research-world&utm_medium=rw-pdf&utm_campaign=rw-october-2010
http://www.esomar.org/index.php?page=qualitative-2010-overview&utm_source=research-world&utm_medium=rw-pdf&utm_campaign=rw-october-2010
http://www.esomar.org/index.php?page=events&utm_source=research-world&utm_medium=rw-pdf&utm_campaign=rw-october-2010
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